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Abstract—Motivated by the properties of spreading activation and conceptual distance, the authors propose a metric, called Distance, on the power set of nodes in a semantic net. Distance is the average minimum path length over all pairwise combinations of nodes between two subsets of nodes. Distance can be successfully used to assess the conceptual distance between sets of concepts when used on a semantic net of hierarchical relations. When other kinds of relationships, like “cause,” are used, Distance must be amended but then can again be effective. The judgments of Distance significantly correlate with the distance judgments that people make and help us determine whether semantic net Distance performs more like people than Distance on S1. If Distance on S1 performs more like people than Distance on S2, the conclusion is that S1 is better than S2. Distance embedded in the methodology facilitates repeatable quantitative experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

OUR RESEARCH group focuses on developing better hierarchical knowledge bases [1] and, in the course of this work, requires a method for assessing the value of a knowledge base. Our application area is the retrieval of biomedical literature, and a natural problem which the knowledge base should help solve is the ranking of documents listed in response to a query. Our method for ranking documents assumes that both are represented as sets of nodes in a hierarchical knowledge base. The method has reliably helped us judge the success of our merging algorithms and might similarly help other people. The method uses a metric called Distance that is easy to manipulate mathematically and to interpret.

Some examples of the psychological and information science significance of Distance are given elsewhere [2], [3]. This paper focuses on the mathematical characteristics of Distance and presents new cases and interpretations. Experiments in which Distance is applied to pairs of concepts and to sets of concepts in a hierarchical knowledge base show the power of hierarchical relations in representing information about the conceptual distance between concepts.

In this paper a knowledge base will be viewed as a graph. In many problems dealing with discrete objects and binary relations, a graphical representation of the objects and the binary relations on them is a very convenient form of representation [4], [5] that often leads to a solution using algorithms from graph theory. Depending on the nature of the problem, the edges could represent physical links (as for communication networks), time duration (as for task planning), or abstract relationships (as for association [6] structures).

Many graph problems, such as the minimum cost spanning tree and traveling salesman problems, require minimizing the sum of weights of some edges given a set of constraints [7]. Distances between entire graphs have been investigated in the pattern recognition literature, where a graph represents a picture [8], [9]. Such distances are based on the number of transformations that would make one graph similar to another one. However, to the best of our knowledge, a distance as defined in this paper has not been explored in the graph theory literature or elsewhere.

Human information processing often involves comparing concepts. There are various ways of assessing the similarity of concepts depending on the representation adopted for knowledge. In featural representations, concepts are represented by sets of features. The similarity between two concepts A and B with feature sets A and B can be expressed as a weighted sum of functions of different set operations on A and B [10]. The theory of spreading activation applies to comparing concepts in a semantic net [11]. Another method consists of constructing network fragments for sought for objects and then matching these fragments against the network data base [12]. In yet another strategy the in-degree and out-degree of two nodes in a semantic net are compared in the course of deciding how similar the two nodes are [13]. Faceted thesauri are a kind of semantic net and are being used in indexing and retrieving software. To decide whether two nodes in such a faceted thesaurus are similar, software scientists have devised measures based on the number and type of overlapping facets that the two nodes have [14].
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Distance is based on a simplified version of spreading activation. One of the assumptions of the theory of spreading activation is that the semantic network is organized along the lines of semantic similarity. The more properties two concepts share in common, the more links there are between the concepts and the more closely related they are. In these terms, semantic relatedness is based on an aggregate of the interconnections between the concepts. This is different from semantic distance which is equal to the minimal path length between two concepts. Links may be assigned criteriality tags to indicate the importance (strength) of the link between the connected nodes [11]. Links between a concept and its defining features (versus characteristic features [15]) expectably have higher "criterialities." Because "is-a" relations [16] are based on similarity between defining features, we hypothesize that when only is-a relations are used in semantic nets, semantic relatedness and semantic distance are equivalent (we could use the latter as a measure of the former).

Distance is principally designed to work with hierarchical knowledge bases. Hierarchies, both of abstractions and of concrete entities, are commonplace in the world and important in intelligent behavior [17]. They can be useful in controlling search [18] and in learning about the world [19]. The types of hierarchies most explored in this work are the type embedded in thesauri as used in the information retrieval field. These thesauri have long histories of being maintained for the indexing and retrieving of documents, and since they are now typically parts of computer information systems, they lend themselves to experiments in which the computer uses the thesaurus to help searchers [20], [21].

In the next section, we will present the mathematical properties of Distance. After that we will describe 1) what the mathematical properties mean in terms of knowledge engineering, and 2) several experiments using Distance on a semantic net with hierarchical relations. The major points will be that

- Distance is one tool to use in comparing one semantic net against another,
- Distance is a metric on sets of nodes of a graph, and
- applications of Distance to nonhierarchical semantic nets reveal the need for amendments to Distance.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we discuss the methodology followed in the design of Distance. The design of Distance was guided by two observations:

1) the behavior of conceptual distance resembles that of a metric, and
2) the conceptual distance between two nodes is often proportional to the number of edges separating the two nodes in the hierarchy.

In this section, we first discuss the extent to which conceptual distance satisfies the properties of a metric. A function \( f(x, y) \) is a metric if the following properties are satisfied:

1) \( f(x, x) = 0 \), zero property,
2) \( f(x, y) = f(y, x) \), symmetric property,
3) \( f(x, y) \geq 0 \), positive property, and
4) \( f(x, y) + f(y, z) \geq f(x, z) \), triangular inequality.

Second, we explore the extent to which the shortest path length between two nodes can be used as a measure of conceptual distance, using spreading activation as a model. In particular, we show that under some conditions, the shortest path length between two nodes indicates the conceptual distance between the nodes—for two nodes Distance is simply the shortest path length between them. Finally, we extend the definition of Distance to handle concepts represented by sets of nodes, rather than single nodes. This extension is significant in the context of information retrieval systems where a document or a query is represented by more than one concept from a semantic net.

A. Conceptual Distance is a Metric

Much human information processing involves concept matching. Category membership and similarity are two important aspects of concept matching. The more similar two concepts are, the smaller the conceptual distance between them. Conceptual distance is a decreasing function of similarity. When concepts are represented by points in a multidimensional space, conceptual distance can conveniently be measured by the geometric distance between the points representing the concepts at hand and, as such, satisfies the properties of a metric.

Some information retrieval systems use vector descriptions for documents and queries [22]. Each dimension corresponds to an elementary concept known to the system. The coordinate of a vector along a dimension attests to the relative importance of the corresponding elementary concept for the document (or query) at hand. In such systems, conceptual distance is measured by the geometric distance between the corresponding concepts [23]. In such systems, a query retrieves the documents whose vectors are "closest" to the vector representing the query. Such a retrieval strategy is prohibitively costly for large document collections. Accordingly, researchers have explored the extent to which the search for close documents can be reduced by organizing documents into a hierarchy of classes, where the elements of each class are within a prescribed conceptual distance from each other [22]. An incoming query is compared to "exemplar" documents, one from each top-level class. If the conceptual distance is higher than a prescribed value (depending on the user's input and the "radius" of the class), it is concluded that no document from that class is close enough to the query, and the whole class is disregarded. For this reasoning to hold, it is essential that conceptual distance satisfy the properties of a metric, especially the triangle inequality. In their work on memory-based reasoning, Stanfill and Waltz have
advocated a similar strategy and stressed the importance of metric properties [24].

Some cognitive scientists have challenged the applicability of metric properties to conceptual similarity measures. On the symmetry property, Tversky noted that there are instances where similarity appears to be asymmetric [10]. We believe that the asymmetry in those instances does not derive from the asymmetry of similarity (as a feature comparison process) but from the existence of another asymmetric relationship between two concepts. An instance of such a relationship is the instance-class relationship. For example, if people say that robins are more similar to birds than birds are similar to robins, we suspect that the people are making a fuzzy category-membership decision, rather than a similarity assessment. In a related argument, Ortony noted an extreme asymmetry in metaphorical statements [25]. Most students may consider the statement, "Lectures are like sleeping pills," to be more true than the statement, "Sleeping pills are like lectures." The asymmetry is due to the different roles played by the concepts in a metaphor. We build metaphors such as "A is like B," if the characteristic features of A match the defining features of B [15]. Therefore, although "is like" may sound like "is similar to," it is implicit in metaphors that the feature comparison process is selective. The authors believe that if similarity is limited to an (unconstrained) feature comparison process, it is symmetric.

Tversky [10] argued that the triangle inequality translates to what we will refer to as the "reverse triangle inequality." Given three concepts A, B, and C, the reverse triangle inequality says that the similarity of A to C is greater than the sum of the similarity of A to B and the similarity of B to C. Tversky showed that the reverse triangle inequality can be violated. We have two objections to Tversky's argument. First, it is not always the case that the triangle inequality for conceptual distance translates into the reverse triangle inequality for similarity. If the similarity between two concepts x and y is given by

\[ S(x, y) = [1 + D(x, y)]^{-1}, \]

where \( D(x, y) \) is a metric of conceptual distance between x and y, then \( S(x, y) \) does not satisfy the reverse triangle inequality. Second, one of the examples used by Tversky to illustrate the violation of the reverse triangle inequality also illustrates an inconsistent use of similarity:

...although Jamaica is very similar to Cuba (due to its geographical characteristics) and Cuba is very similar to Russia (politically), Jamaica is not at all similar to Russia... [15].

The problem with this example is that the similarity between Jamaica and Cuba is based on the geographical characteristics and ignores the political differences, and conversely, for the Cuba–Russia similarity. If we account for both defining properties, Jamaica will not be very similar to Cuba, nor will Cuba be very similar to Russia.

In summary, treating conceptual distance as a metric is consistent with the practical view of concepts as points in a multidimensional space. Exceptions to the symmetry and triangle inequality seem to result from a broad, if not inconsistent, use of similarity. Our work shows the viability of treating conceptual distance as a metric.

B. Shortest Path Lengths in is-a Hierarchies

In this section, we discuss the extent to which shortest path lengths in is-a hierarchies can be used to measure conceptual distance. In particular, we show that, in the context of Quillian's model of semantic memory [26], shortest path lengths are not sufficient to measure the conceptual distance between concepts. However, when the paths are restricted to is-a links, the shortest path length does measure conceptual distance. We also discuss how well the metric properties are supported by spreading activation [11].

In Quillian's model of semantic memory, concepts are represented by nodes and relationships by links. Links are labeled by the name of the relationship and are assigned "criteriality tags" that attest to the importance of the link. In computer implementations, criteriality tags are numerical values that represent the degree of association of the two concepts (such as how often that link is traversed) and the nature of the association. The association is positive if the existence of that link indicates some sort of similarity between the end nodes and negative otherwise. For example, superordinate links (the term used for is-a) have a positive association, while "is-not-a" links have a negative association.

Roughly speaking, spreading activation [11] prescribes that to compare two concepts, the paths that separate the two nodes and that satisfy the constraints defined by the semantics of the relations and the context are considered for evaluation. These paths are traced by propagating two "activation tags" from the nodes corresponding to the concepts, one tag originating from each node. When two activation tags "meet" at one node, the paths from the originating nodes to that node are concatenated to form a path between the originating nodes. For each path, positive criteriality tags contribute to "positive evidence" (for similarity), and negative criteriality tags contribute to "negative evidence." When positive evidence exceeds some predetermined threshold, the comparison is concluded successfully. On the contrary, if negative evidence falls below some negative threshold, it is concluded that the concepts are not similar.

In Quillian's model superordinate (is-a) links are assigned high criteriality tags. If spreading activation is used across is-a links only, short paths will significantly con-
tribute to positive evidence of similarity, and the correspondence between semantic distance (shortest path length) and semantic relatedness (conceptual distance) will be strong. We hypothesize that such correspondence is strong enough for the length of is-a paths to be used as a measure of semantic relatedness.

It is not necessary that a link and its inverse have the same criteriality tag. Consider the is-a relation between "robin" and "bird." Such a relation may be more important for the concept robin than it is for bird. This asymmetry is considered as a fundamental property of semantic constructs in KL-ONE [27]. However, for the purposes of spreading activation, it does not really matter whether a path is made of is-a links or inverse is-a links, or a mix of both; at the end, its contribution to positive evidence will be the same.

Based on the above observations, we define the conceptual distance between two concepts represented by nodes in an is-a semantic net as follows.

**Definition 1:** Let $A$ and $B$ be two concepts represented by the nodes $a$ and $b$, respectively, in an is-a semantic net. A measure of the conceptual distance between $A$ and $B$ is given by

$$\text{Distance}(A, B) = \text{minimum number of edges separating } a \text{ and } b.$$ 

Henceforth, we will use interchangeably in the expression of Distance concepts or nodes representing those concepts. Clearly, Distance satisfies 1) the zero property, 2) the positive property, and 3) the symmetry property. The triangular inequality is between on the fact that by concatenating a shortest path between $A$ and $B$ to a shortest path between $B$ and $C$, we get a path between $A$ and $C$ whose length is bigger or equal to the minimum path length between $A$ and $C$. Thus we have the following result.

**Theorem 1:** Distance is a metric.

We later show that Distance, as defined above, well simulates people's assessments of conceptual distance.

**C. Distance Between Sets of Nodes**

Traditionally, documents and queries are represented by a combination of concepts from a predetermined set of concepts, called the indexing vocabulary. When the indexing vocabulary is a hierarchical semantic net, documents, and queries are represented by sets of nodes from the hierarchy. To extend Distance to handle sets of nodes, we relate concepts as sets of nodes to semantic constructs in Quillian's semantic net model [26], and then we use spreading activation to guide the design of the Distance algorithm. First, we study a special kind of concept in Quillian's model, call it a compound concept, and study how spreading activation would operate on such concepts. Then we map documents and queries to compound concepts and translate spreading activation properties into desirable properties for Distance. Finally, we give a complete definition of Distance with a number of important mathematical properties.

1) **Compound Concepts in Quillian’s Model:** In Quillian’s model, concepts can be combined to define more complex concepts. In the sequel, concepts that are expressed by an English word will be called elementary concepts. A concept such as “the old red house” is represented as a combination of the elementary concepts “old,” “red,” and “house.” Roughly speaking, Quillian’s model prescribes that the old red house be represented by a node that has conjunctive links to instances of the three concepts “old,” “red,” and “house.”

Similarly, concepts that have several meanings, such as “plant,” are represented by a node that has disjunctive links to nodes, each of which is an instance of one of the alternate meanings. To take an example used by Quillian [26], the word “plant” may mean 1) a physical plant, that is a building used for manufacturing processes, 2) plant as a living organism, and 3) the verb “to plant.” We will refer to these three meanings by plant$_1$, plant$_2$, and plant$_3$ respectively. Accordingly, the concept plant is represented by a node labeled “plant” that has three links labeled “or” to plant$_1$, plant$_2$, and plant$_3$. This says that plant is plant$_1$ or plant$_2$ or plant$_3$.

Now assume that the concept “plant” is compared to the concept “flower.” The two concepts are definitely similar, because in one interpretation (plant$_2$), “flower” is a “plant.” In general, a disjunctive compound concept matches all concepts that match one of its alternate interpretations. In terms of conceptual distance, the conceptual distance between a disjunctive concept and another concept is the minimum conceptual distance between the disjunctive concept’s alternatives and that other concept. We shall later refer to this property as the disjunctive minimum.

For the case of a conjunctive concept, it is important that all the elementary concepts be considered. For example, “the old red car” is not close to “the old red house,” although both concepts share the elementary concepts old and red. Conversely, “the old pink mansion” is conceptually close to the “old red house” because “old” equals “old,” “pink” is close to “red,” and “mansion” is close to “house.”

2) **Documents and Queries:** In information retrieval systems, documents (articles, books, records, etc.) are often characterized by a set of index terms chosen from a hierarchical semantic net. When maximum specificity is sought in the indexing procedure, the index terms representing a document often represent significantly distinct concepts. In this case, removing an index term would
adversely affect the precision of indexing. The concept
reflected by a document is best described by and
ning the concepts represented by its index terms. As such,
documents are similar to Quillian's conjunctive concepts.

For queries, the way index terms are combined is ex-
plicit. For instance, in many operational information re-
trieval systems natural language queries are coded into
Boolean queries by a trained librarian. A Boolean query is
a parenthesized logical expression composed of index terms
( atoms) and the logical operators, ∨, , and . A query
consisting of a single term retrieves the documents that
have that term in their index. When many terms are used,
the operators stand for the corresponding set operations
between the sets of documents that would be retrieved by
the corresponding single term queries [22].

Using the Quine–McCluskey algorithm [28], a query (or
any Boolean expression for that matter) can be converted
into minimal disjunctive normal form. As such, a query
can be seen as a disjunction of conjunctive compound
concepts, except for the fact that conjunctions may contain
noted terms. Negated terms are difficult to interpret in the
context of the semantic net representation. If X is a node
in a semantic net, what is ¬X? One way to address
negations of concepts in semantic nets is through excep-
tions. Using Tourretzky's [29] formalism, if X is-not-a Y
and Z is-a X, then Z is-not-a Y; thus ¬Y includes
anything that is under X. We regard ¬Y as the set of
nodes that are farthest in the semantic net from Y. Then,
the conceptual distance between X and ¬Y is the con-
ceptual distance between X and that set. Admittedly, there
may be contexts in which the interpretation of negation is
inappropriate.

3) Distance on Sets of Nodes: In this section, we use the
behavior of spreading activation on compound concepts
to guide the extension of Distance to handle sets of nodes.
The disjunctive minimum rule translates into the identity:

\[
Distance(C_1 \lor \cdots \lor C_k, C) = \min_{i=1, \ldots, k} Distance(C_i, C)
\]

where \( C_i \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, k \) and \( C \) represent concepts (com-
pound or elementary). When \( C \) itself is a disjunctive
concept, \( Distance(C, C) \) above is in turn computed as a
minimum over the component concepts of \( C \).

When conjunctive concepts are compared, we must take
into account the conceptual distances among elementary
concepts. In the previous example of "the old red house"
and "the old pink mansion," the two concepts are similar
because pink is similar to red and mansion is similar to
house: we compare values of comparable features, and we
do not pay attention to the fact that "pink" is far from
"house" and "mansion" is far from "red." This corre-
ds to a feature comparison process as advocated by
Tversky [10] and Smith et al. [30]. It is not, however, clear
how spreading activation handles feature comparisons;
the method has been criticized for not handling features pro-
perly [30]. If a clear mapping exists between the elementary
concepts of concept \( X \) and the elementary concepts of

concept \( Y \), Distance need only be applied to pairs of


\[
Distance(X_1 \land \cdots \land X_k, Y_1 \land \cdots \land Y_m)
= \frac{1}{km} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{m} Distance(X_i, Y_j)
\]

where the \( X_i \) and \( Y_j \) are elementary concepts. Notice that
we choose to divide the double sum by the product \( km \).
This normalization has been used to reduce the bias of
number of elementary concepts; without it, concepts with
more elementary concepts tend to be further apart. It is
also consistent with some of the processing assumptions
of spreading activation [11]. Roughly speaking, when a node
\( A \) is activated and \( B \) is adjacent to \( A \), \( B \) is subsequently
activated by an "amount" inversely related to the number
of nodes adjacent to \( A \), and proportional to the strength of
the link between \( A \) and \( B \). Thus the more elementary
concepts a compound concept has, the less (relatively) a
path through an elementary concept will account for simi-
larity.

Finally, for some of our applications we need to de-
define Distance between a concept and the "null"
concept—an empty set of conjunctive concepts. In our
efforts to evaluate semantic nets we have also developed
an algorithm called Indexer for automatic indexing of
document titles into terms of a semantic net [31]. The
performance of Indexer is compared to that of expert
human indexers by checking the distance between the
human-produced and the computer-produced sets of index
terms. Our automatic indexer would at times fail to pro-
duce any terms to index a document. However, we had not
defined Distance over the empty set initially. Attempts to
analyze the experimental data in which these documents
were treated as missing values were unsatisfactory. Accord-
ingly, we decided to extend Distance to the case where one
of the concepts is the empty set. For indexing purposes,
returning the empty set constitutes the worst possible
answer. For instance, a document that is not indexed
cannot be retrieved at all. Thus we define Distance be-
tween a concept \( X \) and the "empty set" as the maximum
Distance(\( X, Y \)) where \( Y \) is any conjunctive compound
concept built over all subsets of the set of nodes in the
semantic net. This extension of Distance both well cap-
tures the importance of the empty set and, as will be seen
later, is simple to compute. The final interpretation of the
experiments were radically different when we were able to
handle the empty set versus when we were not able to
handle the empty set. Based on the above considerations,
and on the definition of Distance between concepts represented by single nodes, we define Distance between conjunctive concepts as follows.

**Definition 2**: Let \( V \) be the set of nodes of an is-a semantic net, and let \( V_1, V_2, \) and \( V_3 \) be three subsets of \( V \), each representing the compound concept consisting of a conjunction of its elements. We have

\[
\text{Distance}(V_1, V_2) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } V_1 = V_2 \\
\frac{1}{|V_1| |V_2|} \sum_{u \in V_1} \sum_{v \in V_2} \text{Distance}(u, v), & \text{if } V_1 \neq V_2, V_2 \neq \emptyset, V_1 \neq \emptyset
\end{cases}
\]

and

\[
\text{Distance}(V_1, V_2) = \begin{cases} 
\max_{U \subseteq V} \{ \text{Distance}(V_1, U) \}, & \text{if } V_2 = \emptyset \text{ and } V_1 \neq \emptyset \\
\max_{U \subseteq V} \{ \text{Distance}(U, V_2) \}, & \text{if } V_1 = \emptyset \text{ and } V_2 \neq \emptyset
\end{cases}
\]

where Distance\((u, v)\) is the shortest path length between nodes \( u \) and \( v \) (as in Definition 1). Let \( v^{-1} \) be the set

\[
\{ w \in V | \text{Distance}(v, w) = \max_{u \in v} \text{Distance}(u, v) \}
\]

then

\[
\text{Distance}(u, v^{-1}) = \text{Distance}(\{ u \}, v^{-1}).
\]

Notice that when \( V_1 = \{ v_1 \} \) and \( V_2 = \{ v_2 \} \) (\( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) are singletons), Distance\((V_1, V_2)\) reduces to Distance\((v_1, v_2)\), as in Definition 1. Using (1) above, Distance readily generalizes to arbitrary compound concepts (any combinations of AND's and OR's), provided that these concepts are expressed in disjunctive minimal form.

Notice that (2) does not yield zero for identical compound concepts, and the zero property has to be imposed in Definition 2. This is another problem related to the fact that Distance is computed indiscriminately between all pairs of concepts. What is needed is a reference value of Distance that attests to the minimum conceptual distance between concepts, that is the conceptual distance between identical concepts. We choose the value zero because it is the smallest value attainable by Distance, and because it happens to correspond to a mathematical property of metrics (zero property). However, we later see that a zero value (or any other fixed value for that matter) leads to some undesirable behavior of Distance (see Section IV-C).

The computation of Distance\((U, \Phi)\) according to the above definition would be prohibitively costly. Were we to generate all the subsets of \( V \) (\( 2^n \) of them), the time to compute Distance\((U, \Phi)\) would be exponential. Theorem 2 allows us to compute Distance\((U, \Phi)\) in less than the \( O(n^3) \) required for the common "all-pairs shortest path" algorithm [32]:

**Theorem 2**: Let \( U \) be a nonempty subset of \( V \), then

\[
\text{Distance}(U, \Phi) = \max_{v \in V} \text{Distance}(\{ v \}, U)
\]

The proof of this theorem is given in the Appendix.

**Theorem 3**: Distance is a metric on the sets of concepts (single and compound) defined on a semantic net.

The proof of this theorem is given in the Appendix.

The mathematical properties of Distance allow us to answer certain questions straightforwardly. For instance, under what conditions are two sets \( (V_1, V_2) \) of nodes closer to or further from a third set \( V_3 \)? If \( V_3 = \{ V_1 \cup \{ v \} \} \), then we can determine whether \( D(V_3, V_2) \) is greater than, equal to, or less than \( D(V_1, V_2) \) by determining whether \( D(\{ v \}, V_2) \) is greater than, equal to, or less than \( D(V_1, V_2) \), respectively.

**III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

In this section, we study a series of experiments where we use Distance to measure the conceptual distance between concepts. We compute Distance on an is-a hierarchy between concepts represented by single nodes, and concepts represented by sets of nodes. In either case, Distance proves to be a valuable tool to

1) simulate human assessments of conceptual distance and
2) evaluate some cognitive aspects of our semantic nets.

All of our experiments use human subjects as standard references against whom Distance performance is measured. The next section describes in order:

1) the information retrieval context in our experiments,
2) the reliability of human observers,
3) the results of applying Distance to pair of nodes, and
4) the results of using Distance in document retrieval experiments.

**A. Experimental Data**

The National Library of Medicine maintains one of the world's largest bibliographic retrieval systems, called Medline [33]. Medline contains bibliographic information for over five million articles from over 3000 biomedical periodicals. In addition to the usual bibliographic information (such as author, title, journal, and date of publication), each article is also represented by a set of terms from a semantic net called Mesh (see Fig. 1). Over 2000 queries are addressed to Medline each day from sites around the world. These queries are often encoded as Boolean expressions over Mesh terms.

Mesh is a hierarchical semantic net of over 15,000 terms [34]. The 15,000 terms are placed into a nine-level hierarchy that includes high-level nodes such as "anatomy," "organism," and "disease" (see Fig. 2). The hierarchy is based on "broader-than" relationships, where the broader terms are higher in the tree. The broader-than relationship is very similar to the is-a relationship [35], but also in-
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Fig. 1. Medline with emphasis on manual Mesh encoding.

Fig. 2. Small portion of Mesh tree. Overall tree is nine levels deep and includes over 15000 terms.

B. Observer Reliability

Ranking documents by order of relevance to a query is based on an assessment of the strength of the relationships between each document and the query. Psychological studies have shown that human judges are prone to biases when confronted with a similar task [36]. Therefore, before comparing the performance of Distance to people, we studied the performance of people.

Twenty-two students from a computer science course at George Washington University were given a query about computers and medicine and seven titles from the Medline response to “computers and medicine.” Each student was asked to rank the titles at two different times separated by 24 h. For each student, the Spearman ρ correlation coefficient 3 between the two different rankings was computed. The (arithmetic) average of the 22 coefficients was 0.63. This suggests high intraobserver reliability. A Kendall’s concordance [37] performed on the 22 first-time rankings of the students gave a value of 0.19. At the 0.05 confidence level, we can reject the null hypothesis that the student ranks were independent.

For a population of six titles and ten queries about “rheumatoid arthritis and knee prosthesis,” rankings by two physicians were compared. To analyze the data, we grouped articles with queries in a way that allowed the 60 article-query pairs to be treated as one population for ranking. Then Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used to compare two different rankings. The null hypothesis that the two rankings are independent was rejected.

C. Shortest Path Lengths in Mesh

In this section, we test the extent to which the minimum path length between two nodes provides a good measure of conceptual distance between the corresponding concepts. First, we challenge one of the basic assumptions of our model, that is the symmetry of conceptual distance. We mentioned earlier (Section II-A) that people’s assessments of conceptual similarity (or distance) may not always correspond to a feature comparison process as prescribed by Tversky [10]. When the concepts to be compared are in an is-a relationship, for example, people might use solely that relation as a basis for their assessments. We also saw that the asymmetry of is-a links does not affect the similarity between concepts as determined by spreading activation [11] because a path of is-a links would be transversed in both directions equally.

We performed a set of experiments to determine whether the conceptual distance between two terms in a broader-than relationship is symmetric. We took a set of pairs of terms from Mesh. The terms constituting a pair in our experiments were such that one was broader-than the other. We asked students to assign numbers to each pair (term1, term2), in answer to the question, “How close is term1 to term2?” The numbers assigned correspond to the conceptual distance between the two. There seemed to be no correlation between the numbers assigned, and which of the terms was broader-than the other. Although the experiment was not conclusive because of the underlying assumptions we made about the matching process (for example, that search in memory would always proceed

\[ \rho = 1 - \frac{6 \sum (r_i - r'_i)^2}{k(k^2 - 1)} \]

The coefficient is 1 for identical rankings, 0 for unrelated rankings, and -1 for inversely related rankings.

Given k entities e1, ..., ek, the Spearman correlation coefficient between two rankings r1, ..., rk and r'1, ..., r'k is given by
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it would probably be a small one.

The 1986 edition of Mesh had an inadequate coverage of information science related topics. Accordingly, we initiated a study of how to make the information science part of Mesh better [38]. One resource was the Association of Computing Machinery’s hierarchical semantic net for computer science, called the computing reviews classification structure (CRCS) [39]. The information science section of Mesh had about 200 terms, while CRCS had about 1000 terms in a four-level hierarchy.

Our merging algorithm first determined the similarities between Mesh and CRCS and then exploited the differences. In the simple case where a term $t_1$ existed in CRCS and not in Mesh but $t_1$ had a parent $t_2$ in CRCS which equaled a term $t_3$ in Mesh, we added $t_1$ to Mesh as a child of $t_3$. This algorithm had several other capabilities so that terms in CRCS could also accurately become parents of terms in Mesh. To test whether the merger had created a better semantic net, a sequence of experiments were performed in which human evaluations of distances between terms were compared to those of Distance on Mesh versus Distance on Mesh + CRCS.

Twelve pairs of terms that were both in Mesh and Mesh + CRCS were given to ten computer science students at George Washington University. The students were asked to assign a number between one and five to each pair of terms to indicate what they thought was the conceptual distance between the components of the pair. The 12 pairs of terms were then ranked in increasing order of their distance. Similarly, shortest path lengths in Mesh and Mesh + CRCS were computed for each pair of terms, and ranks were computed from these distances for the two semantic nets.

The average Spearman’s correlation coefficient of ten students shows that their rankings significantly agree at the 0.01 level of confidence ($\alpha = 0.01$). Now comparing the average of the students’ rankings against Mesh and against Mesh + CRCS, we get

$$\rho_{\text{avg. Stud, Mesh}} = 0.17$$

$$\rho_{\text{avg. Stud, (Mesh + CRCS)}} = 0.52.$$  

As a descriptive statistic we can accept that these two correlation coefficients are significantly different. The augmentations provide a better correlation between people and the semantic net. We have done a similar experiment with four physicians who ranked the terms; there again the results clearly show the augmented semantic net as more accurately representing the cognitive distances that people hold true.

In our own subjective evaluations the merged Mesh + CRCS was better than Mesh alone. Distance has helped us systematically document the difference in functionality between Mesh + CRCS and Mesh alone. In general, we have found that Distance is a useful tool for the evaluation of term–term distances in hierarchical semantic nets, and that with a good hierarchical semantic net the rankings determined by Distance roughly correspond to those which people perceive. We have done a host of other experiments with term–term distances in hierarchical semantic nets and with variants on Distance and always concluded the same thing, namely, that this approach to validating semantic net merging strategies has merit.

D. Distance Applied to Documents and Queries

Given a document $D$ characterized by a set of index terms $D = \{t_{D,1}, t_{D,2}, \ldots, t_{D,n}\}$ and a query $Q$ coded into an anded set of index terms $Q = \{t_{Q,1}, t_{Q,2}, \ldots, t_{Q,m}\}$, we hypothesized that the distance between $D$ and $Q$ gives a measure of the conceptual distance of the document to the query. In the experiments reported below, we computed Distance between a query and a number of documents. We then ranked the documents with Distance, assuming that the greater the distance between the query and a document, the less relevant the document was to the query. Similarly, we asked people to rank a set of documents with respect to a given query and then compared their ranks to those produced by Distance.

For ten different queries and six articles the averages of two physicians’ evaluations were compared to those produced by Distance on Mesh. The agreement between the computer and the people was significant at the 0.05 level. To show that this ranking by the computer depended on more than the exact matches among terms of the query and document, the experiments were repeated but now with path lengths constrained. If only exact matches between terms in the query and document descriptions were used, then there was a negative correlation between the people’s and computer’s rankings, proving that Distance was sensitive to the structure of Mesh.

Two scientists compared each of 52 documents against the query “lipids and encephalitogenic basic proteins.” The 52 documents were retrieved from Medline by a search with the term lipids in it. Each document was represented by all the Mesh terms stored in Medline for that document (typically, ten terms per document). The ranking of each scientist and the ranking of Distance was statistically significantly correlated. The correlation between the rankings of the two scientists was also significant at the 0.05 level. The same methodology was applied to the queries “suicide and substance dependence,” “liver diseases and peritoneoscopy,” “shock and endorphins,” and “biocompatible materials and dental implementation,” and the same results attained. That is, the human judges agreed with each other and with Distance in the ranking of documents to query. These and other experiments support the claim that Distance on Mesh sets a baseline for performance that is not disconnected from the decisions of people regarding the conceptual similarity between sets of terms.
A. Distance Applied

RADA et al. investigated the application of Distance to a mesh-based model of medical knowledge. In their work, they augmented the mesh with additional edges such as those representing cause or treat relationships. These relationships were considered to be of high criteriality, and the use of shortest paths along these relationships was found to improve the model's ability to reflect the decisions of people about cognitive distance.

When Distance was applied to this augmented mesh, the authors observed that it became clear that broader-than relationships had a peculiar significance in adjudicating distance. They hypothesized that because relations such as "cause" or "treat" are important and should have high criteriality, shortest paths along those relations should also indicate conceptual distance. Instead, it became clear that broader-than relationships had a peculiar significance in adjudicating distance.

When Distance was modified so as to cross only such nonhierarchical relationships when both the query and the target were "juvenile rheumatoid arthritis" and "knee prosthesis", it misled Distance.

Fig. 3. Deep hierarchy of Mesh is evident here. Added edge between "juvenile rheumatoid arthritis" and "knee prosthesis" misled Distance.

IV. DIRECTIONS

A. Distance Applied to Other Relations

In studying a document set about juvenile rheumatoid arthritis (JRA), the authors applied Distance to Mesh alone and to Mesh augmented with other relationships [40]. The augmented mesh contained additional edges such as those representing is-a links that seemed to matter most was that they acted like highly critical links [11], and thus, links of is-a paths provided a good measure of conceptual Distance. In this experiment, we hypothesized that because relations such as "cause" or "treat" are important and should have high criteriality, shortest paths along those relations should also indicate conceptual distance. Instead, it became clear that broader-than relationships had a peculiar significance in adjudicating distance.

When Distance was modified so as to cross only such nonhierarchical relationships when both the query and the target were "juvenile rheumatoid arthritis" and "knee prosthesis", it misled Distance.

B. Distance Applied to Featural Models

In one set of experiments, we tried to merge current medical information and terminology (CMIT) with Mesh [41]. CMIT is a system for naming and describing diseases that is produced by the American Medical Association. CMIT describes approximately 3600 diseases in a structured format with eight attributes. The eight attributes are alternate terms, etiology, symptoms, signs, laboratory findings, radiologic findings, course, and pathology. Within each attribute, the description of a disease consists of a series of noun phrases, usually separated from one another by a semicolon. These noun phrases are a terse form of natural language (see Fig. 4). First CMIT diseases were "parsed" by lexical matching into Mesh. Only those CMIT terms or phrases that occurred specifically as Mesh terms were retained. This method had the advantage that all the resulting terms for characterizing diseases from CMIT were embedded in the hierarchy of Mesh.

CMIT has many diseases that Mesh does not. One of our goals was to develop an algorithm that would insert these CMIT diseases into the appropriate place in Mesh and thus improve Mesh. The strategy was first to locate all the diseases that existed in both Mesh and CMIT and to use those as references in Mesh against which conceptual distance of CMIT diseases could be assessed. We identified a number of such diseases and for each disease we added to Mesh the edges that connected the disease to its attributes, thus producing Mesh + CMIT.

The first attempt at computing conceptual distance was to treat each disease as a compound concept where the attributes were anded. To compute the conceptual distance between two such diseases, Distance was applied between the sets of attributes, the same way that Distance was applied in our earlier document retrieval...
between two disease names was correlated to the Distance determined the extent to which the shortest path length versus on disease descriptions. The correlation coefficient was 0.06—there was lack of agreement between the rank-rankings and then checked the degree of correlation between the rankings based on Mesh disease names alone versus on disease descriptions. The correlation coefficient was 0.06—there was lack of agreement between the rankings.

Examination of the Mesh + CMIT descriptions and the path lengths between terms suggests that too many distances were being calculated that were not meaningful. Each attribute of a disease should be treated separately. For instance, the etiology feature for a disease is meaningfully compared to the etiology feature of other diseases but not to the laboratory findings feature. Taking advantage of the breakdowns in CMIT requires treating the different attributes of a disease differently. The distance between the etiology and laboratory findings features is less important than the distance between two etiologies or the distance between two laboratory findings. This is similar to our earlier example about “the old red house” and “the old pink mansion,” where Distance should be applied selectively, i.e., as a feature comparison process, rather than applying it to all pairs of elementary concepts. Unlike the case for documents where a mapping of index terms along semantically distinct dimensions does not exist (and for which Distance performed well), a mapping not only exists in this case but may well be essential to the success of Distance, i.e., a breakdown or decomposition of the Mesh + CMIT descriptions into their natural parts, like etiologies and laboratory findings, might allow for distances that more closely related to the distances among Mesh disease names.

The etiology components of the diseases were next isolated. The hypothesis was that on the etiologies the diseases would have distances from one another that more closely corresponded to those distances that existed between the names alone. The same steps as used for assessing the correlation between Mesh disease names and Mesh + CMIT descriptions were now used to assess the correlation between the rankings on etiologies and the rankings on disease names. The degree of correlation was significant. Incidentally, these experiments proved that some of the Mesh diseases are hierarchically organized according to etiologies.

Ten eye diseases that had the same names in CMIT and Mesh were first used. Distance was applied to all pairs of the disease names and then to all pairs of descriptions of these eye diseases. From the two sets of scores we derived rankings and then checked the degree of correlation between the rankings based on Mesh disease names alone versus on disease descriptions. The correlation coefficient was 0.06—there was lack of agreement between the rankings.

C. Distance Near Zero

Distance fails in some ways to capture the intuitive notions of what it means for one concept to be close to another. Consider the query (knee prothesis AND rheumatoid arthritis). According to Distance on Mesh a document indexed (joint prosthesis AND rheumatoid arthritis) is as close to the query as a document indexed under disease

(Fig. 5. Sample graph $G_i$ used to illustrate discontinuity in Distance.

gets larger as $i$ goes from one to four, but when $i = 5$, there is a drastic drop in the value of Distance to zero. $G_5$ can be generalized to $G_n$ in which $a_1$, and $a_{-k}$ are $k$ edges from $a_0$, and the leaves are $a_n$ and $a_{-n}$. The pathology true for $G_5$ is also true for $G_n$. The Distance between $\{a_0, a_{-n}, a_n\}$ and $\{a_0, a_{-n}, a_n\}$ steadily grows as $i$ grows but drops to zero when $i$ reaches $n$.

The problem with the above cases is not so much the fact that there is a discontinuity near zero—after all, we imposed the zero property by definition. More damaging is that Distance values may increase as the conceptual distance seems to decrease. The basic problem seems to be that Distance between sets of nodes treats equally all pairs of nodes. This becomes an issue for extreme cases as the ones presented above. This situation is not unrelated to the

$^6$Let the reader be assured that Medline indexing manuals do not allow a document to be simply indexed under “Disease.”
problem we had originally had with the featural model. We have considered and found weaknesses in several metric alternatives to Distance, such as the distance between centroids for each set of nodes, and several nonmetric alternatives, such as the path length between the closest nodes in two sets.

V. Conclusion

Our research group has been for the past two years developing methods of merging semantic nets, such as Mesh and CMIT [1]. As is typical for such machine learning experiments, issues of representation and reasoning are as critical as those of learning. Our hypothesis is that better semantic nets result from the mergers, but to evaluate "betterness" we need a way of reasoning with a semantic net. This leads to the development of a measure of conceptual distance between sets of nodes in a semantic net. By transforming documents and queries into sets of nodes, we can do information retrieval experiments that test the value of our semantic net.

In our search for an evaluation tool, we realize that certain cognitively meaningful and mathematically convenient properties are desirable. Although the relationships in our semantic nets are directed, e.g., broader-than and narrower-than, our early experiments suggest that for the purposes of conceptual distance, these relationships can be treated as undirected. Accordingly, the measure of distance over sets of nodes has the property of symmetry. Furthermore, we are interested in knowing under what conditions one document is far from or close to another document. For this purpose a property like the triangle inequality is useful. The work in memory-based reasoning [24] is one example where metric properties are important. Our measure of conceptual distance, called Distance, satisfies the properties of a metric. On the surface it is surprisingly simple—just the average of the path lengths between pairs of nodes. However, it has proven remarkably powerful and flexible.

In our efforts to evaluate semantic nets, we have also developed an algorithm called Indexer for automatic indexing of document titles into Mesh [31]. In one set of experiments we added thousands of synonyms to the main terms of Mesh and tested the main-terms-plus-synonyms semantic net with Indexer. We compared the performance of Indexer against human indexers by counting the number of hits and misses. To our surprise the synonyms did not increase the hits any more than they increased the misses. Then we refined the measure of performance by applying Distance. When Distance measured the distance between the human and machine results, the synonyms proved to be helpful. In other words, the synonyms usually led Indexer to be closer to the human indexing. The measure of absolute hits and misses was unrealistically demanding of Indexer. In artificial intelligence experiments it might be expected that the machine gives answers close, but not identical, to those that humans would, and a way to measure this closeness is important.

In looking at the distance between sets of nodes, we have had to deal with different kinds of relationships. It seems that the broader-than and narrower-than relations can be treated in basically the same way, but other relationships, like cause, merit different handling. For queries and documents we argue that nonhierarchical relationships should only be traversed when both query and document specify that they are about that relationship. The integrity of the node-to-node path lengths in hierarchical semantic nets are the key to the success or failure of Distance as a measure of conceptual distance. In our evaluations, these path lengths have shown themselves to be cognitively meaningful. Some have argued that spreading activation does not spread across more than one link [42], [43], but they ignore link labels, while we have shown the importance of distinguishing hierarchical from nonhierarchical links.

Distance might be implemented in an information retrieval system which is based on the indexing of documents and queries into terms from a semantic net (see Fig. 1). Often in such systems a query retrieves more documents than the user wants, and the documents are arbitrarily ordered as they appear on the computer screen. A measure like Distance might be applied to help rank the documents to the query and allow the querist to pay most attention to those documents which are most like to be conceptually close to the query.

There are a host of specific questions about the cognitive realism of Distance that we have not addressed. For instance, to the extent that the semantic net is a tangled hierarchy and has levels, should terms at different levels be treated differently [17]? Relative to Distance, "part-of" links seem to obey the same properties as is-a links, but how would a metric on causal links look? We do not claim that the brain is making Distance-like calculations in the course of determining cognitive similarity. Nor do we argue that the tangled hierarchy and Distance are adequate for other cognitive tasks [44]. Cognition probably does not rely on measurements that satisfy the properties of a metric. A metric has, however, many attractive features because of its mathematical and semantic tractability. We claim that the better the semantic net on which Distance operates, the more the conceptual similarity decisions of Distance match the conceptual similarity decisions of people. We have been surprised at how powerful a simple algorithm like Distance can be in evaluating hierarchical semantic nets.
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APPENDIX

**Theorem 2:** Let \( U \) be a nonempty subset of \( V \), then
\[
\text{Distance}(U, \phi) = \max_{v \in V} \text{Distance}\{\{v\}, U\}.
\]

**Proof of Theorem 2:** To prove Theorem 2, we first show the following lemmas.

**Lemma 1:** Let \( V_1, V_2, \) and \( V_3 \) be three nonempty sets of \( V \), such that \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) are disjoint. If \( \text{Distance}(V_1, V_2) = \text{Distance}(V_2, V_3) \), then
\[
\text{Distance}(V_1 \cup V_2 \cup V_3) = \text{Distance}(V_1, V_2).
\]

**Proof of Lemma 1:**

\[
\text{Distance}(V_1 \cup V_2, V_3) \geq \min_{i=1,2} \{\text{Distance}(V_i, V_3)\},
\]

\[
\text{Distance}(V_1 \cup V_2, V_3) \leq \max_{i=1,2} \{\text{Distance}(V_i, V_3)\}.
\]

**Proof of Lemma 2:** By putting \( V_1 = \{u\} \), \( V_2 = U_{\max} - \{u\} \), and \( V_3 = U \) in the previous lemma, we conclude from (11) that if

\[
\text{Distance}(\{u\}, U) = \text{Distance}(U_{\max} - \{u\}, U),
\]

then

\[
\text{Distance}(\{u\}, U) = \text{Distance}(U_{\max}, U) = \text{Distance}(U, \phi).
\]

b) Let us prove that it is always the case. Assume that
\[
\text{Distance}(\{u\}, U) \neq \text{Distance}(U_{\max} - \{u\}, U).
\]

then, according to Lemma 1,

\[
\text{Distance}(U_{\max}, U) > \min_{v \in V} \{\text{Distance}(\{u\}, U)\},
\]

\[
\text{Distance}(U_{\max} - \{u\}, U) \leq \max_{v \in V} \{\text{Distance}(\{u\}, U)\}.
\]

This implies that either \( \{u\} \) or \( U_{\max} - \{u\} \) is further from \( U \) than \( U_{\max} \), which contradicts the definition of \( U_{\max} \).

Going back to the proof of Theorem 2, let \( u_{\max} \) be an element of \( V \) such that
\[
\text{Distance}(\{u_{\max}\}, U) = \max_{v \in V} \text{Distance}(\{v\}, U).
\]

By definition of \( \text{Distance}(U, \phi) \), we have
\[
\text{Distance}(U, \phi) = \text{Distance}(\{u_{\max}\}, U),
\]

or, for some set \( U_{\max} \),
\[
\text{Distance}(U, U_{\max}) = \text{Distance}(\{u_{\max}\}, U).
\]

Let us assume that
\[
\text{Distance}(\{u\}, U) > \text{Distance}(\{u_{\max}\}, U).
\]

According to Lemma 2, for all \( u \in U_{\max} \), we have
\[
\text{Distance}(\{u\}, U) = \text{Distance}(U_{\max}, U) = \text{Distance}(U, \phi).
\]

Therefore, for all \( u \in U_{\max} \),
\[
\text{Distance}(\{u\}, U) > \text{Distance}(\{u_{\max}\}, U),
\]

which contradicts the definition of \( u_{\max} \). Therefore we have
\[
\text{Distance}(U, U_{\max}) = \text{Distance}(U, \{u_{\max}\}).
\]

**Theorem 3:** Distance is a metric on the sets of concepts defined on a semantic net.

**Proof of Theorem 3:**

1. By definition, for all \( U \supseteq V \), \( \text{Distance}(U, V) = 0 \).
2. Regarding symmetry, when neither \( V_i (i = 1, 2) \) is empty, it is easy to see that \( \text{Distance}(V_i, V_2) = \text{Distance}(V_2, V_i) \). This can be done by interchanging the order of summation and using the symmetry of the distance d.
3. For all \( V_i \) and \( V_2 \) subsets of \( V \), \( \text{Distance}(V_i, V_2) \) is positive because it is computed as an averaged sum of positive numbers. When one of the subsets is empty, Distance is then a maximum of such averaged sums:
\[
\text{Distance}(V_i, V_2) = \max_{U \supseteq V} \{\text{Distance}(V_i, U)\}
\]
\[
= \max_{U \supseteq V} \{\text{Distance}(U, V_i)\}
\]
\[
= \text{Distance}(\phi, V_i).
\]

4) For the triangle inequality, we have to prove that
\[
\text{Distance}(V_i, V_2) \leq \text{Distance}(V_i, V_j) + \text{Distance}(V_j, V_2).
\]
Similarly, we can write Distance\( (V_1, V_2) \) as
\[
\text{Distance}(V_1, V_2) = \frac{1}{km} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{q} d(v_i^j, v_i^j) \]

Because the summand does not depend on the index \( j \), the summation over \( j \) is equivalent to multiplying the summand by \( q \). Implementing this change and eliminating \( q \) yields:
\[
\text{Distance}(V_1, V_2) + \text{Distance}(V_1, V_3) \\
\geq \frac{1}{km} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{q} \sum_{p=1}^{m} d(v_i^j, v_i^j) \tag{10}
\]

Because the summand does not depend on the index \( j \), the summation over \( j \) is equivalent to multiplying the summand by \( q \). Implementing this change and eliminating \( q \) yields:
\[
\text{Distance}(V_1, V_2) + \text{Distance}(V_2, V_3) \\
\geq \frac{1}{km} \sum_{i=1}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{q} \sum_{p=1}^{m} d(v_i^j, v_i^j) \tag{11}
\]

Therefore,
\[
\text{Distance}(V_1, V_3) \\
\geq \text{Distance}(V_1, V_2) + \text{Distance}(V_2, V_3) \tag{12}
\]

This establishes the triangle inequality in the case where the three sets are nonempty.

b) When \( V_2 \) is empty, then there exists at least one subset of \( V, V_{\text{max}} \) such that
\[
\text{Distance}(V_1, \phi) = \text{Distance}(V_1, V_{\text{max}}).
\]

In the previous steps we proved that
\[
\text{Distance}(V_1, V_2) \leq \text{Distance}(V_1, V_{\text{max}}) + \text{Distance}(V_{\text{max}}, V_3).
\]

From the definition of Distance\( (\phi, V_3) \), we know that
\[
\text{Distance}(V_{\text{max}}, V_3) \leq \text{Distance}(\phi, V_3).
\]

Therefore,
\[
\text{Distance}(V_1, V_3) \leq \text{Distance}(V_1, \phi) + \text{Distance}(\phi, V_3).
\]

c) When \( V_1 \) is empty, we write Distance\( (V_1, \phi) \) as Distance\( (V_1, V_{\text{max}}) \) and reduce this case to the previous one for which the triangle inequality was proven to hold.
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